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Modulation of Neuronal Interactions
Through Neuronal Synchronization
Thilo Womelsdorf,1*† Jan-Mathijs Schoffelen,1*† Robert Oostenveld,1 Wolf Singer,2,3
Robert Desimone,4,5 Andreas K. Engel,6 Pascal Fries1,7
Brain processing depends on the interactions between neuronal groups. Those interactions
are governed by the pattern of anatomical connections and by yet unknown mechanisms that
modulate the effective strength of a given connection. We found that the mutual influence among
neuronal groups depends on the phase relation between rhythmic activities within the groups.
Phase relations supporting interactions between the groups preceded those interactions by a few
milliseconds, consistent with a mechanistic role. These effects were specific in time, frequency,
and space, and we therefore propose that the pattern of synchronization flexibly determines the
pattern of neuronal interactions.
roups of activated neurons synchronize
in the gamma-frequency band (30 to
100 Hz), and previous studies have related gamma-band synchronization to several
cognitive functions (1–6). Yet, if gamma-band
synchronization subserves those functions, it
must have mechanistic consequences for neuronal processing (7). It has been shown that the
precise timing of pre- and postsynaptic activation
determines long-term changes in synaptic
strength (8–10) and that gamma-band synchronization of synaptic inputs directly enhances their
effective synaptic strength (11–13).
Synchronization between two groups of
neurons is also likely to facilitate interactions
between them (Fig. 1A) (6, 14). Gamma-band
synchronization entails rhythmic inhibition of
the local network (15–17), and the periods
between inhibition provide temporal windows
for neuronal interaction. Two groups of neurons
will therefore probably have a greater influence
on each other when their temporal interaction
windows open at the same times, i.e., when the
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rhythmic synchronization within the groups is
also synchronized between the groups. By the
same token, the interaction is probably curtailed
if the temporal interaction windows open either
in an uncorrelated way or consistently out of
phase with each other.
We analyzed four data sets: (i) one from
awake cat area 17, (ii) one combining awake cat
area 18 with area 21a recordings, (iii) one from
awake monkey area V1, and (iv) one from monkey area V4. [Data from two of the three area 17
data sets have been used in (18, 19); the V4 data
set has been used in (3, 20).] In all cases, we
recorded multiunit activity (MUA) and local
field potentials (LFPs) simultaneously from
four to eight electrodes while the neurons were
visually stimulated with moving gratings. From
each data set, we used trials with identical visual
stimulation and behavioral tasks and based our
analysis on the natural fluctuation of neuronal
gamma-band synchronization. For each pair of
neuronal groups, we quantified synchronization
by means of the MUA-MUA phase-coherence
spectrum (Fig. 1B) and the MUA-LFP phasecoherence spectrum (Fig. 1C) (21).
Phase-coherence spectra showed a peak in
the gamma-frequency band, indicating that phase
relations between signals were not random.
However, phase coherence was far from perfect
(a value of 1.0), but it assumed average peak
values of 0.14 and 0.27 for MUA-MUA and
MUA-LFP combinations, respectively. The
phase relations at 60 Hz in one example MUAMUA pair are shown for 708 trials of 250-ms
length (phase-coherence value of 0.06) (Fig. 1D).
The spread of phase relations around their
mean might just be irrelevant noise. Here, however, we used this spread to actually test for its
potential physiological consequences. We hypothesized that the mutual influence between two
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neuronal groups was a function of their phase
relation (Fig. 1A). Phase relations are meaningfully defined per frequency, and we hypothesized
that the phase relation at a given frequency
should modulate the interaction among the local
rhythmic activities specifically at that frequency.
We investigated this hypothesis for the example pair of recordings sites. We sorted the trials
into six bins according to the 60-Hz phase
relation between the two MUAs (Fig. 1D). For
each phase-relation bin separately, we then quantified the two MUAs’ mutual influence as the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient between
the two MUAs’ 60-Hz power, across the trials in
the bin (Fig. 1E). Fluctuations of 60-Hz power
were most strongly correlated when the 60-Hz
phase relation was close to its mean across the
trials. Specifically, when the gamma-band rhythm
in group A led the one in group B by 2.1 ms
(mean phase relation at 45.8°), the correlation
between each group’s gamma-band power was
four times as strong as when the rhythms were
separated by 10.5 ms (phase relation at 225.8°).
The example pair illustrates this for a case with a
nonzero mean phase to demonstrate that the
effect cannot be ascribed to external artifacts or
volume conduction, but the mean phase relations across our sample distributed closely
around zero (Fig. 1B).
We performed the same analysis after
replacing one of the MUAs by the LFP recorded
through the same electrode. The mean MUALFP phase relations clustered around 141°
(Fig. 1C), and power correlations were again
substantially enhanced around the mean phase
relation (Fig. 1, F and G). Across our sample,
good phase relations mostly distributed close to
the respective mean phase relations for both
MUA-MUA and MUA-LFP pairs (fig. S1). We
correspondingly dubbed the mean phase relation as “good” and the opposite phase relation
as “bad,” and we aligned the trial binning to the
good phase relation.
The observed effect was consistent across the
four data sets (Fig. 2 and fig. S2) (140, 86, 111,
and 111 MUA-MUA pairs from area 17, areas
18×21a, area V1, and area V4, respectively, and
280, 172, 228, and 237 MUA-LFP pairs from
the same areas). MUA-LFP pairs showed qualitatively the same effect as MUA-MUA pairs but
with higher signal-to-noise ratios (Fig. 2B). We
therefore focused our further analyses on MUALFP pairs (recorded from separate electrodes).
The effect was also present for pairs of LFP
and single-unit recordings (fig. S3). The effect
generalized to long-range interactions, because
the analysis of the data set combining cat area
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18 recordings with area 21a recordings was
restricted to interareal pairs of recording sites
(Fig. 2D).
We did not attempt to relate the two signals’
power correlation to their coherence, because

the coherence measure confounds phase synchronization and power correlation. In contrast,
we related the correlation between the two
signals' power across trials directly to their relative phase. The presence of coherence (Fig. 1H)

does not necessarily result in a phase-relation–
dependent power correlation (Fig. 1I) and thus,
the demonstration of phase-relation–dependent
power correlation goes beyond the demonstration of coherence.
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Fig. 1. Precise timing between rhythmic
neuronal activities determines the strength of
their mutual influence. (A) Sketch of three
groups of neurons, each rhythmically active
(LFP oscillations with spikes in troughs). Time
windows for effective communication are
either aligned (red and blue group) or not
aligned (red and gray group). (B and C)
Average phase-coherence spectrum across all
(B) MUA-MUA and (C) MUA-LFP pairs (area 17
data) and corresponding distributions of mean
phase relations at 60 Hz. (D) Trialwise phase
relations from an example MUA-MUA pair.
Phase relations were sorted into bins (light and
dark gray ring segments) aligned to the mean
phase relation (red line). (E) Spearman rank
correlation coefficients between the two MUAs’
60-Hz power as a function of their phase
relation. (The solid line indicates a cosine fit.)
(F and G) Same as (D) and (E), but with one
MUA substituted by the respective LFP. (H and
I) Example MUA-LFP pair from the area 17
data set demonstrating that coherence does
not necessarily result in phase-relation–
dependent power correlations. (H) Coherence
with a clear peak around 60 Hz. (I) Power
correlations as a function of phase relations,
showing no consistent relation.

Fig. 2. Phase-relation–dependent modulation of power correlations is frequency specific. (A) Average power correlation as a function of phase relation
(x axis) and frequency (y axis) for MUA-MUA pairs recorded in cat area 17. (B)
Same as (A), but for MUA-LFP pairs. (C) Modulation depth of the cosine function
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fitted to the phase-relation–dependent power correlations. Gray bars indicate
significant frequencies (P < 0.05, multiple comparisons corrected). (Right)
Average phase-relation–dependent power correlation at 60 Hz. (D and E) Same
as (C), but for (D) cat area 18×21a and (E) monkey area V1.
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One concern is that the effect might be due
to rhythmic common input that fluctuates in
strength across trials. Common input would bias
phase relations and impose correlated power on
both groups. Clues about the actual causal chain
of events might be gained from the relative
timing between phase relation, on one hand, and
power correlation, on the other hand. If power
correlation covaried with phase relation because
of common input, then there should be no delay
between the two. However, if good phase relations were actually the mechanistic cause of
strong power correlations, then good phase relations should precede strong power correlations
by a few milliseconds, incurred by axonal,
synaptic, and intracellular delays. We therefore
compiled time-resolved estimates of the “goodness” of phase relations and of the strength of
power correlations, and then we determined the
cross-correlation as a function of time lag
between the two time series (21). Figure 3
shows this analysis pooled across all four data
sets and demonstrates that good phase relations
preceded strong power correlations by 5 ms. We

observed this temporal precedence in each of the
four data sets. Additional observations arguing
against a common input explanation are given in
the supporting online material text.
The modulation of two neuronal groups’
interaction by their phase relation would be
particularly interesting if it was spatially specific
(Fig. 1A). We therefore investigated recording
triplets A, B, and C from three separate electrodes
(in which A was an LFP and B and C were
MUAs). Figure 4A shows, for one example
triplet, a scatter plot in which each dot corresponds to one trial and the x and y values give
the “goodness” of the A-B and A-C phase
relations, respectively (22). We sorted the trials
according to the quadrants of the plot. In
quadrants Q1 and Q2, the phase relation between
A and B was good, whereas in Q3 and Q4 it was
bad. We contrasted the A-B power correlation for
Q1 and Q2 with that for Q3 and Q4 (red line in
Fig. 4, B to D). Orthogonally to this, the phase
relation between A and C was good in Q1 and
Q3, whereas it was bad in Q2 and Q4, and we
contrasted the A-B power correlation for Q1

Fig. 3. Good phase relations precede strong
power correlations. (A)
Spearman rank correlation coefficient (y axis)
between the power correlation and the “goodness” of the phase relation
across all MUA-LFP pairs
of all data sets for relative
time lags (x axis) between –200 and 200 ms. (B) Detail from (A), demonstrating the peak of the cross-correlation function at
–5 ms. A latency of the peak outside the gray shaded area is significant at P < 0.05.

and Q3 with that for Q2 and Q4 (blue line in Fig.
4, B to D). The A-B power correlation depended
significantly more on the A-B phase relation
than on the A-C phase relation. Thus, the effect
had a spatial resolution that was at least as high
as the spatial resolution of our recordings (down
to 0.65 mm in the monkey data sets).
We provided evidence suggesting that neuronal interactions mechanistically depend on the
phase relation between rhythmic activities. The
most likely reason for this dependence is that
rhythmic activities modulate the gain of incoming synaptic input rhythmically. Effective connectivity can thus be maximized or minimized
through synchronization at a good or bad phase
relation. The impact of pyramidal cells could be
enhanced, for example, if their firing phase relative to interneurons were advanced (15, 23, 24)
or if interneuronal firing were delayed through
inhibition or reduced excitation (25). Such mechanisms might be invoked directly by cognitive
top-down control.
Effective connectivity would diminish when
synchronization is less precise, because then synaptic input is more likely to arrive at random
phases. This mechanism has the advantage that
within a sufficiently wide frequency band, multiple groups can be desynchronized, with respect
to a given target group, without being necessarily
synchronized to each other. Periods of putative
interactions between distant neuronal groups are
marked by an increased precision of synchronization (1, 4, 6, 26–30).
We propose that the pattern of synchronization (its precision, phase, or both) weights the
anatomical-connection infrastructure with a gain
pattern, resulting in an effective interaction pattern (14). Such a mechanism would have several

Fig. 4. Spatial selectivity of phaserelation–dependent power correlation.
(A) Scatterplot shows the distribution of
trialwise phase relations between groups
A and B (y axis) and between groups A
and C (x axis) for an example triplet at
60 Hz. Equations define how A-B power
correlations from each quadrant were
combined for the results shown in (B to
D). In the equations, c(ABq) denotes the
A-B power correlation across trials in
quadrant q (where q is 1, 2, 3, or 4). (B)
A-B power correlation as a function of
the A-B phase relation [irrespective of
the A-C phase relation (red line)] and
as a function of the A-C phase relation
[irrespective of the A-B phase relation
(blue line)]. Gray bars indicate frequencies with significant differences (P < 0.05,
multiple comparisons corrected). The y
axis denotes the differences in power
correlations according to the equators
shown in (A). (C and D) Same as (B), but
for (C) monkey area V1 and (D) monkey
area V4.
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interesting features. First, the effective interaction pattern could be modified very dynamically.
Second, the mechanism would act connectionwise. Third, a transient interaction would lead to
spike-time–dependent plasticity (8–10) and
thus, a long-term trace. And fourth, synchronization might emerge in a self-organized manner
between “matching” neuronal groups. In the
visual cortex, synchronization is stronger among
neurons activated by the same visual stimulus
(1). This principle might generalize to the handshaking between cognitive top-down control and
matching sensory bottom-up information, in
which case consecutive synchronization could
contribute to the selective routing of sensory
information to behavioral control (13, 14, 25).
Our results suggest that synchronization has
consequences for neuronal interactions, providing a putative mechanism through which synchronization contributes to cognitive functions.
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Neural Mechanisms of Visual
Attention: How Top-Down Feedback
Highlights Relevant Locations
Yuri B. Saalmann,1 Ivan N. Pigarev,2 Trichur R. Vidyasagar1*
Attention helps us process potentially important objects by selectively increasing the activity of
sensory neurons that represent the relevant locations and features of our environment. This
selection process requires top-down feedback about what is important in our environment. We
investigated how parietal cortical output influences neural activity in early sensory areas. Neural
recordings were made simultaneously from the posterior parietal cortex and an earlier area in the
visual pathway, the medial temporal area, of macaques performing a visual matching task. When
the monkey selectively attended to a location, the timing of activities in the two regions became
synchronized, with the parietal cortex leading the medial temporal area. Parietal neurons may thus
selectively increase activity in earlier sensory areas to enable focused spatial attention.
ttention allows us to engage with our environment by selecting information relevant for behavior (1–3). This enables
preferential processing of particular locations in
the visual field or specific features of objects.
Attention maintained on a location is usually
referred to as spatial attention and that on a
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feature as feature-based attention (4, 5). Both
types of attention manifest in visual cortical areas
as increased activity of neurons representing the
attended location or feature and reduced activity
of other neurons (6–14). This may require topdown feedback about what is relevant in the
environment; however, such feedback has not
been empirically demonstrated. There is evidence
(6, 11, 15–17) that the posterior parietal cortex
(PPC) is critical for spatial attention. The PPC is a
higher-order structure along the dorsal stream of
visual areas (Fig. 1A), which are particularly
concerned with spatial aspects of a scene. It has
been suggested that the spatial information about
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a scene extracted by the PPC forms the basis for
feedback signals to earlier levels of the visual
pathway, highlighting spatial locations of potential interest (18, 19) and gating responses depending upon the state of attention.
We simultaneously measured the activity in
a part of the macaque PPC called the lateral
intraparietal area (LIP), and the immediately
earlier stage of the dorsal pathway, the medial
temporal area (MT; Fig. 1A). We tested whether
LIP feedback increases MT responses to attended
visual stimuli. The monkeys performed a delayed
match-to-sample (DMS) task, which manipulated both where they were attending and what
stimulus feature they were attending to (Fig. 1B)
(20). We recorded 29 pairs of neurons from MT
and LIP, each pair having overlapping receptive
fields (RFs) and the same preferred orientation.
Local field potentials (LFPs) from the two sites
were also recorded.
We first tested whether our paradigm resulted
in increased responses of MT neurons to attended
stimuli. Figure 2A shows the effect of spatial attention on a single MT neuron and Fig. 2B, the
average population response. For both data sets,
the MT response to the second stimulus was significantly increased in the “spatial and featurebased attention” and “spatial attention” conditions, compared to the “neutral” control. When
“attention was elsewhere,” the MT response to
the second stimulus was significantly reduced
(Holm’s controlled Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05). These
attentional effects on MT neurons are consistent
with those reported in other types of cognitive
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